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DEMO ACCOUNT TERMS OF USE 
 
A demo account provides a risk-free environment for you to try our trading platform. While much of the 
functionality of the live platform features in the demo, there are key differences to be aware of since it operates 
in a simulated market environment, including (but not limited to): the lack of dependence on real-time market 
liquidity and the availability of some products which may not be tradable on live accounts.  The operational 
capabilities when executing orders in a demo environment may result in atypically, expedited transactions; lack 
of rejected orders; the absence of slippage or out of hours price movements. There may be instances where 
margin requirements differ from those of live accounts as updates to demo accounts may not always coincide 
with those of real accounts. This is not an exhaustive list, and therefore before opening a live account we 
recommend you read the information available on our website as well as the Terms of Business to ensure that 
you are aware of the features of a live account. 
 
By registering for a demo account to trial our trading platform, we grant you a personal, non-exclusive, revocable 
and non-transferable licence, to access and make personal and non-commercial use of the demo platform for 
the limited purpose of trialing financial betting in accordance with these terms. No other rights are granted in 
respect of the platform. 
 
You must not: (a) copy, reproduce, or duplicate the platform or any content or data displayed on our site; (b) 
link to the platform; (c) modify, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble (except and solely to the 
extent applicable law expressly and specifically prohibits such restrictions), or create derivative works based on 
the platform or any of its contents or any content or data displayed on the our site; (d) modify the operation of 
the platform; (e) re-distribute, re-sell, re-transmit, publish, sub-licence, disclose, display or make commercial 
use of the platform or any content or data provided within the platform or our site; (f) download or copy account 
information other than if required to do so by an official body or for personal use; (g) use data mining, robots or 
similar data gathering and extraction tools on the platform; (h) attempt to gain unauthorised access to the 
platform, the server on which the platform is stored or any server, computer or database connected to the 
platform; or (i) knowingly introduce viruses, trojans, worms, logic bombs or other material or code which is 
malicious or technologically harmful; (j) attack the platform via a denial-of-service attack or a distributed denial-
of-service attack. 
 
We may indefinitely suspend your demo account and take other legal action against you if you commit any of 
the prohibited acts specified above. 

 


